The Literary Review: The Rogue Idea

The Literary Review has been publishing extraordinary new prose and poetry from around the
world since 1957. We are the hippest elderly magazine still in print and now available in
electronic format. The Rogue Idea, our Winter 2011 issue, has amazing debut fiction from
Sean McConnell, biting satire from novelist Christopher Sorrentino, new poetry from Geoffry
Nutter and an interview with H.L. Hix.
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Rogue of Rocinha It was a posture that made him a pioneer of literary scientific writing. The
last third of the book looks at how his ideas lived on and developed in the minds of a series of
other naturalists, writers and early environmentalists. Kiara is an important contribution to the
literary portrayal of Asperger's syndrome. I found it interesting, to see her mind processes
different ideas, her opinions.
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Review: The Rogue Idea. Joyce Hinnefeld, Judith Hermann, Christopher Sorrentino, Krzysztof
Jaworski, Geoffrey Nutter, The Literary Review, . The Literary Review - Vol. 57 Issue 03
(Winter I took a British Lit. survey with Miss . Or, again, a rogue idea might be predatory in
the sense that it consumes .
In Geoffrey Household's cult thriller Rogue Male the assassin hero The idea of exploring the
landscape in which it occurred was irresistible to him. Literary success came late, in the form
of a novel commissioned by the.
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